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Abstract: Laser-based additive manufacturing methods allow the production of complex metal
structures within a single manufacturing step. However, the localized heat input and the layer-wise
manufacturing manner give rise to large thermal gradients. Therefore, large internal stress (IS)
during the process (and consequently residual stress (RS) at the end of production) is generated
within the parts. This IS or RS can either lead to distortion or cracking during fabrication or in-
service part failure, respectively. With this in view, the knowledge on the magnitude and spatial
distribution of RS is important to develop strategies for its mitigation. Specifically, diffraction-
based methods allow the spatial resolved determination of RS in a non-destructive fashion. In this
review, common diffraction-based methods to determine RS in laser-based additive manufactured
parts are presented. In fact, the unique microstructures and textures associated to laser-based
additive manufacturing processes pose metrological challenges. Based on the literature review,
it is recommended to (a) use mechanically relaxed samples measured in several orientations as
appropriate strain-free lattice spacing, instead of powder, (b) consider that an appropriate grain-
interaction model to calculate diffraction-elastic constants is both material- and texture-dependent
and may differ from the conventionally manufactured variant. Further metrological challenges are
critically reviewed and future demands in this research field are discussed.

Keywords: laser-based additive manufacturing; residual stress analysis; X-ray and neutron diffraction;
diffraction-elastic constants; strain-free lattice spacing

1. Introduction

In recent years additive manufacturing (AM) has evolved from a technology for rapid
prototyping to a mature production process used in several industries from aerospace
to medical applications [1]. In essence, an energy source incrementally manufactures
a part in a layer-by-layer process from a wire or powder feedstock [2]. AM processes
allow the fabrication of complex structures, which cannot be produced via conventional
manufacturing methods [3,4]. This freedom of design enables improvements in component
performance and weight reduction of parts [4,5]. In addition, the rapid solidification rates
and tailored heat treatment schedules can improve certain material properties, leading to
further performance and efficiency gains [6–9]. However, process-related internal stress
(IS) may lead to the formation of cracks or delamination [10–13]. IS may severely reduce
the applicability of the process to manufacture materials more prone to this type of in-
process damage. Moreover, very often IS locks large residual stress (RS) in the parts
after production [14].
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Therefore, certain materials, which are less susceptible to IS and to related defect
formation, are generally preferred to date for the production with laser-based AM methods.
These include engineering materials such as stainless steels, titanium-, aluminum-, and
nickel-based alloys. In fact, alloys such as 316L, Ti6Al4V, AlSi10Mg, as well as Inconel 625
and 718 are widely used in laser-based AM. It is extremely difficult to monitor IS during
production, especially in such complex AM-based processes. Therefore, extensive research
has been dedicated to the topics of RS (i.e., the final footprint of IS). The RS determination
and mitigation for those alloys are the subjects of this review.

The subjects have a further relevance: In recent years efforts have also been made to
extend the laser-based AM production to materials more prone to IS and RS related defects,
such as Nickel alloys Inconel 939 [15,16], Inconel 738 [17–20], or martensitic steels [21–23].
In these cases, the control and knowledge of the RS state gains an even greater importance.
In fact, investigations have shown that even optimized process parameters (e.g., hatch
spacing, laser power, scan speed or scan strategy) can result in high RS magnitudes [24,25].
In general, a careful selection of the process parameters allows the reduction of the RS level
and thus increases the overall mechanical performance [26].

Several destructive and non-destructive techniques are available to determine the RS
within a material. Due to their non-destructive nature diffraction methods are, naturally,
the most widespread for the characterization of RS. The complete stress state within the
bulk (by means of neutrons), the subsurface (by means of synchrotron X-rays) and surface
(using Lab X-ray) can be characterized.

To allow the precise determination of RS using diffraction-based methods, knowledge
about the microstructure, the texture and the processing conditions is required. First,
a strain-free lattice spacing (dhkl

0 ) must be found as a reference to permit the calculation of
the strain [27]. The situation is akin to weldments, in which a chemical gradient appears
across the weld line, provoking a variation of dhkl

0 [27–30]: chemical gradients due to
solute-concentration variation are present in AM alloys [31]. This poses a new challenge
for the determination of strain and subsequently stress. Secondly, the anisotropic nature of
most single crystals requires material specific constants to enable the precise determination
of RS by diffraction-based strain measurements [32–34]. The so-called diffraction-elastic
constants (DECs) are not only dependent on the alloy, but also rely on the underlying
microstructure and texture. In fact, the RS determination by diffraction methods is facili-
tated if a non-textured polycrystal with relatively small equiaxed grains is measured: in
such a case the so-called quasi-isotropic approximation can be used [32,34]. In practice,
this assumption is often invalid, as the microstructure can strongly deviate from equiaxed.
However, the crystallographic texture and morphology strongly depend on the processing
conditions. Rolled or hot-extruded materials, for example, typically exhibit a strong crys-
tallographic texture, which may cause an anisotropic behavior [35,36]. Methods to deal
with such process-related peculiar microstructures have been developed in the past for
established manufacturing methods [27]. The columnar microstructures, which develop
during laser-based AM, typically exhibit a strong crystallographic texture in conjunction
with an inhomogeneous grain size along the build direction [37]. Therefore, well estab-
lished models to determine the DECs in conventional products may fail to predict correct
values for AM alloys [38–40].

While detailed reviews on the process parameter dependence and process-specific
strategies of RS mitigation can be found in the literature [14,41–44], an extensive review on
the methodology of diffraction-based methods with respect to laser-based AM processes
is absent.

A first assessment of the critical aspects to account for in the domain of RS deter-
mination of AM was provided by Mishurova et al. [45]. Building on this, the present
paper showcases an in-depth critical review of the literature in the domain of experimental
characterization of RS in laser-based powder AM via non-destructive diffraction methods:
An overview of practices and related challenges in diffraction-based RS determination for
laser-based AM will be given. Especially, the appropriate choice of the DECs and dhkl

0 is
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paramount to provide accurate absolute RS levels [33,45]. Furthermore, it is indispensable
to take the principal stress directions into account, which are for AM materials not neces-
sarily governed by the geometry but instead by the building strategy and, consequently,
by the microstructure anisotropy [46]. We will show that significant method development
work is still necessary to reliably determine RS by diffraction methods in AM parts.

2. Laser-Based AM Processes

The first laser-based AM process, namely selective laser sintering (SLS), was first devel-
oped in 1979, although it took until the 1990′s until metal materials were manufacturable [47].
In this process a laser compacts loose powder in a layer-by-layer process to form a green
body using a binding polymer [47]. A following infiltration fills the porosity to improve
the overall mechanical performance [48]. The development of laser sources allowed
EOS (Electro Optical Systems GmbH, Krailing, Germany) to develop a variant of SLS,
which no longer needed a binding polymer, as the peripheral region of the powder par-
ticles was meltable [47]. The resulted parts were porous but had reasonable mechanical
properties [49]. Further development in laser technology finally allowed the manufacturer
to fully melt the powder bed [47]. The laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) and laser metal
deposition (LMD) processes were then developed. These processes will be introduced in
the next paragraphs and are the focus of this review, owing to their propensity to generate
high residual stresses. These also are the leading metal AM processes for both new part
production and repair engineering [50,51]. Therefore, they have high technological and
environmental importance.

2.1. LPBF (Laser Powder Bed Fusion)

The usage of increasingly powerful lasers has increased the ability to fully melt the
metallic powder [47]. This advance has gradually enabled the production of nearly fully
dense (>99.9%) parts, if the process parameters are optimized, with mechanical properties
comparable to those of conventionally produced metals [52,53]. Figure 1a illustrates the
LPBF process. In a chamber flooded with a protective gas (typically Argon, to prevent
oxidation during production), a recoater delivers powder from a reservoir to the build
platform. A laser then melts predefined areas within the powder layer. The reservoir
and build platform move accordingly to the part design and the steps are repeated in
a layer-wise manner until the final part is produced.

The most relevant parameters for process optimization are laser power, scanning
speed, layer thickness, hatching distance and, ultimately, the scanning strategy [54,55].
To reduce the temperature gradient during manufacturing, thereby reducing RS and
distortions, preheating the baseplate is a typical approach [56]. Nowadays, preheating
temperatures up to 1000 ◦C are realized [57]. The so-called inter layer time, which defines
the time passed between deposition of subsequent layers can help to reduce microstructural
gradients due to heat accumulation in the part [58]. Not only the process parameters
but also the feedstock powder significantly influence the quality of the part. Typically,
spherical particles with a size between 10–60 µm are ideal in terms of processability [59].
A comprehensive review on powders for LPBF can be found elsewhere [59]. When the
process parameters are carefully controlled, parts with superior properties compared to
SLS and direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) are manufacturable [52]. Due to the high
heat input and high cooling rates, IS play a major role in those parts, which can lead to
distortions and cracking, and remain locked in the part as RS [10,60].

2.2. LMD (Laser Metal Deposition)

While in the processes of SLS, DMLS and LPBF a first applied powder layer is selec-
tively melted for part manufacture, during LMD a powder or wire feedstock, is directly
fed into the laser beam focus [61]. In a powder-based process a carrier gas drags the
powder from the feeder to the nozzle into the melt pool [62]. A second gas is used to
prevent oxidation, whereby different gases are available as carrier and shielding [62,63].
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Depending on the application different type of nozzles are available; they can influence the
efficiency of the process [64,65]. The laser beam then fully melts the feedstock material, and
the part is created in an incremental manner (Figure 1b). One of the main advantages of the
LMD process is that in contrast to other processes the excess material is minimized, even
though material loss can still be a problem due to overspray of the nozzle [65]. In addition,
the deposition rates are higher during LMD, but the overall part quality typically suffers
compared to LPBF [66]. The most relevant process parameters for process optimization
are powder or wire feed rate, laser power, gas flow and scanning velocity [67]. In the
LMD process layer thicknesses and particle sizes are commonly larger as compared to
the LPBF process.

Figure 1. Simplified schematic images of the different laser-based additive manufacturing processes
of (a) laser-powder bed fusion (adapted from [68]) and (b) powder-based laser metal deposition with
a lateral injection nozzle (adapted from [69]).

3. Definition of Residual Stress

Residual stress (RS) is stress that exist in a manufactured part without the application
of external loads, moments, or thermal gradients [34]. It is very unlikely for manufactured
parts to be completely free of RS [70]. Figure 2 visualizes the different types of RS as defined
in literature. Depending on the length scale over which the RS self-equilibrate, they can be
categorized as the following [71]:

• Type I stresses (σI) equilibrate over large distances (comparable to the size of the part).
This type of RS can be caused e.g., by temperature gradients, machining, and other
treatments at the component scale. They depend on the material and its history, as
well as on the component geometry.

• Type II or intergranular stresses (σII) vary over the grain scale and balance over a few
grains. They strongly depend on the microstructure, and on the materials history,
but weakly on the part geometry. Type II stress is very common in composites and
crystallographically anisotropic materials

• Type III stresses (σIII) vary over the atomic scale. Typically, this type is caused by
defects of the crystal lattice (e.g., dislocations). They are balanced within each grain
and depend on both the microstructure and the materials history.

While the failure of materials can depend on local features, and therefore on Type
II and III stresses, in engineering applications usually Type I stress dominates. Indeed,
a major contributor to RS in AM polycrystalline parts is Type I RS caused by localized
heating, melting, and rapid solidification during the manufacturing process [60].
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the different types of RS within a polycrystalline material
where σI, σII, σIII denote the type I, II and II stresses respectively. Adapted from [72].

4. Residual Stress with Respect to Laser-Based AM
4.1. Origin of Residual Stress

Previous studies showed that RS in AM parts is primarily caused by the thermal
gradients in conjunction with the solidification shrinkage that arise due to continuous
re-heating, re-melting, and cooling of previously solidified layers [60,73,74]. The local and
rapid heating of the upper layer by the laser beam, combined with slow heat conduction
(Figure 3a), consequently leads to a steep temperature gradient within the material [60].
However, the already solidified layers restrict the expansion of the uppermost layer, thus
leading to the formation of elastic compressive strains [60]. These strains eventually become
plastic upon reaching the local temperature dependent yield strength [60]. Therefore,
without the presence of mechanical constraints, such plastic strains (εpl) would lead to
bending as indicated in Figure 3a [60]. During cooling, the shrinkage (εth) of the plastically
compressed upper layers leads to an inversion of the bending [60]. The aforementioned
is accompanied by the formation of tensile RS in the locally plastically deformed region,
balanced by surrounding compression (Figure 3b) [60]. Finally, solidification shrinkage
of the molten layer superimposes on the solid-state mechanisms, which leads to tensile
RS at the upper most surface balanced by subjacent compression [60]. Extending this
phenomenon over multiple layers leads to large thermal gradients particularly along
the building direction. Thus, large RS may appear in the final part. The RS itself is
influenced by many manufacturing parameters, e.g., the number and the thickness of the
layers [60], the geometry, the scanning strategy [38,75–77], and the laser energy density [13].
Optimization of these parameters can significantly reduce RS but also needs to be balanced
against the impact on defects and microstructure. The current approach is to optimize
some scanning parameters and the scanning strategy, since they highly affect thermal
gradients [78]. An alternative approach is the use of stress relieving heat treatments to
reduce the magnitude and subsequent impact of RS [41]. These heat treatments must also
be balanced against manufacturing cost considerations and both the desired microstructure
and the consequent mechanical properties of the alloys.
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Figure 3. Schematic images showing the effect of the heat input on the stress state during (a) heating and (b) cooling in
LPBF manufacturing (adapted from [60]).

4.2. Distribition of Residual Stress

An exemplary RS distribution for LPBF of 316L is shown in Figure 4, acquired on
24 mm × 46 mm × 21 mm prisms at middle height [79]. Measurements conducted by
X-ray diffraction reveal the presence of high magnitude tensile RS at the surfaces [79].
Bulk neutron diffraction measurements show that stresses invert to compressive RS at
an approximate distance of 6 mm from the surfaces, balancing the tensile RS [79]. In fact,
it is typical that tensile stresses develop at the surfaces which are balanced by compres-
sive stresses in the bulk [12,60,74,75,79–91]. As mentioned before, the magnitude and
distribution of the RS locked in the part is dependent on the manufacturing parameters.
However, the general aspects remain unchanged irrespective of the alloy being produced.
To characterize the complete stress distribution within a sample, different measurement
methods may be required [79]. The methods and the associated challenges to determine
the RS from diffraction-based methods in the domain of laser-based AM will be introduced
in the following paragraphs.

Figure 4. Example of a stress distribution along the build direction (σN) in LPBF of 316L prisms
measured by ND (bulk) and lab X-ray (surface). Reproduced from [79].

5. Determination of Residual Stresses with Diffraction-Based Methods

The determination of RS can be categorized into destructive (e.g., hole drilling, crack
compliance method, hardness testing, etc.) and non-destructive methods (e.g., Bridge
curvature method, diffraction, etc.) [92]. However, this paper will solely focus on the
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methodology of non-destructive diffraction-based methods for RS analysis used for laser-
based AM. Therefore, in the following paragraphs the most relevant diffraction techniques
will be introduced. Diffraction techniques are well established non-destructive method to
evaluate RS in both academia and industry. Determining elastic strains by measuring the
variation of lattice spacing provides a powerful method to identify RS at the surface (X-ray
diffraction, XRD), at the subsurface (synchrotron energy dispersive diffraction, ED-XRD),
as well as in the bulk (synchrotron or neutron diffraction, ND) [13,74,82,83].

5.1. General Aspects of Diffraction-Based Methods

The Bragg equation [93] (Equation (1)) describes the condition for constructive inter-
ference of spherical waves emitted by an ordered arrangement of atoms (in lattice planes
with distance dhkl), induced by an impinging planar wave of wavelength λ with its order of
diffraction n. This law provides the basis for the determination of RS with diffraction-based
methods, as the lattice (quantified by the interplanar distance dhkl) can be used as a strain
gauge. Consequently, once a material is under the effect of RS the dhkl are altered. Since
the beam size in XRD, SXRD or ND measurements is finite, the measured diffraction peak
contains a superposition of type I and type II RS within the sampling volume [71]. In
all diffraction measurements, the total strain of the lattice is expressed by a shift of the
respective diffraction peak (Equation (1)). For the monochromatic case, with a defined
wavelength λ, and a known strain-free lattice spacing (dhkl

0 ), a peak shift to lower scattering
angles represents a tensile strain, while a shift to larger scattering angles a compressive
one. Type III stresses will mostly contribute to the broadening of the peak or changes in the
peak shape [32].

2dhklsinθ = nλ (1)

The strain is then calculated as{
εhkl
}
=

{
dhkl − d0

hkl

d0hkl

}
(2)

However, to link the determined lattice strains in the laboratory coordinate systems to
macroscopic stresses in the sample coordinate systems a few more considerations are nec-
essary. A short description of the fundamentals of RS determination with diffraction-based
method is, therefore, presented in the following. For a more detailed description on RS
analysis by diffraction-based methods, the reader is referred to the literature [32–34,71,94].

In the general case, RS is derived from lattice strains of a particular set of lattice
planes. The measured values are dϕψ

hkl , i.e., interplanar distances at different sample
orientations (ϕ,ψ). For the RS determination, the strains are calculated as in Equation (2) and
successively converted to elastic stresses via Hooke’s law. This yields the general equation
for RS determination in the Voigt notation (Equation (3)). Equation (3) connects the elastic
lattice strain

{
εϕψ

hkl
}

(in all directions (ϕ,ψ) with the components of the stress tensor in the
sample coordinate system by using a transformation matrix (Figure 5). The stress (denoted
by 〈σS〉) is averaged over all crystallites contained in the gauge volume. The values 1

2 S2
hkl

(Equation (4a)) and S1
hkl (Equation (4b)) represent the diffraction elastic constants (DECs),

which in general depend on the measurement direction in the crystal system. These
constants take the elastic anisotropy of the single crystal into account and are discussed
in detail later. However, for quasi-isotropic (poly)-crystals they are independent of the
sample coordinate system. The DECs serve as proportionality constants, which connect the
measured dϕψ

hkl to a macroscopic RS for the different lattice planes. A further unknown
parameter is dhkl

0 , which represents the reference value for the determination of the strain.
Different strategies are available to determine the dhkl

0 , which will be examined later.
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{
εϕψ

hkl
}

=

{
dhkl

ϕψ − d0
hkl

d0
hkl

}
= 1

2 S2
hkl [sin 2ψ

(
〈σS

11〉cos2 ϕ+〈σS
22〉sin2 ϕ + 〈σS

12〉sin2ϕ − 〈σS
33〉
)
+〈σS

33〉

+2sin2ψ(〈σ S
13〉cosϕ + 〈σS

23〉 sinϕ)] + S1
hkl(〈σ S

11〉+〈σ
S
22〉+〈σ

S
33〉
) (3)

1
2

S2
hkl =

1 + νhkl

Ehkl (4a)

S1
hkl =

−νhkl

Ehkl (4b)

Equation (3) represents the most general case, where all stress components are present.
If simplifying assumptions can be made, such as the absence of shear stress components
(i.e., the fact that the sample coordinate system coincides with the principal stress system),
plane stress or plane strain states, or that a particular component vanishes, the equation
would simplify. Some cases are developed in more detail below. The same would happen
if we can apply simplifications on the DECs, as for instance assume that the material
is isotropic.

Figure 5. Orientation of the laboratory coordinate system (L) with respect to the sample coordinate
system (S), and the associated angles ϕ and ψ. η denotes the rotation angle around the measurement
direction (adapted from [32]).

5.2. X-ray Diffraction
5.2.1. The Monochromatic Case for Surface Analysis

The use of monochromatic X-ray sources for the determination of RS is widely spread.
The penetration depth is in the order of a few µm. The general equation for RS deter-
mination (Equation (3)) can thus be simplified: The stress components normal to the
measurement plane 12 [σi3= 0 (i = 1, 2, 3)] can be considered zero (Equation (5)).

εhkl
ϕψ =

1
2

S2σϕsin2ψ + S1(σ11+σ22)with σϕ= σ11cos2 ϕ + σ22sin2 ϕ + σ12sin2ϕ (5)
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As laboratory setups mostly use monochromatic X-rays sources, an appropriate lattice
plane representing the bulk material must be chosen. A guideline for this can be found in
DIN EN 15305 [95], but will be discussed more in detail in Section 6.4. The main approach
used in laboratory X-ray devices is the sin2ψ method in which the lattice spacing is mea-
sured under variation of the ψ angle under a (usually) fixed ϕ angle (Figure 5). Equation (5)
can be considered a linear equation of the form ε(sin 2 ψ) = a·sin2ψ + b. The straight line
has a slope of a = 1

2 S2σϕ and intersects the ε(sin 2 ψ) axis at b = S1(σ11+σ22). From the
linear regression of the respective ε(sin 2 ψ)—distribution the RS can be determined in
the direction ϕ (Figure 6). In an ideal case, where an elastically isotropic or non-textured
material in a homogeneous stress state is sampled, the obtained ε(sin 2 ψ) is truly linear [32].
Even though these requirements are often not fulfilled, the errors are typically of small
order and can thus be neglected [32]. However, for strongly textured materials (e.g., rolled,
additively manufactured) the deviations can be severe. In the case of present shear stresses
(e.g., σ13 and σ23) an ellipsoid is observable (different ε(sin 2 ψ) for ±ψ) rather than a linear
distribution. By the subtraction of the respective −ψ and +ψ distributions a linear equation
is obtained. Finally, from its slope the shear stress component in the direction ϕ can be
determined. Although normal stress components can also be determined within the in-
formation depth of the radiation this requires the precise knowledge of d0

hkl , which is not
needed for the determination of shear stresses [32]. Due to the relatively low penetration
of lab X-rays into metallic materials, the surface roughness of additively manufactured
material impacts the determined stress values [96].

Figure 6. Simplified ε(sin 2 ψ) distribution assuming an elastically isotropic or non-textured material in a homogeneous
compression stress state (adapted from [32]).

5.2.2. The Energy Dispersive Case

In addition to the monochromatic (angular dispersive) XRD technique, it is also
possible to use polychromatic radiation (white beam) for RS determination. An energy dis-
persive detector detects the respective energies of the diffracted X-rays at a fixed diffraction
angle θ. In such manner the entire diffraction spectrum of the respective material can be
obtained for each measurement direction (ϕ, ψ) [32]. Due to the wide energy range used,
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the information retrieved arises from different depths of the specimen [97]. The information
depth of the respective energy can be calculated using the following equation [97]:

τη =
sin2θ − sin2ψ + cos2θsin2ψsin2η

2 u
(
Ehkl

)
sinθcosψ

(6)

The information depth is a function of the sample rotation around the diffraction
vector η, the diffraction angle θ, the tilt angle ψ and the energy dependent linear absorption
coefficient u(Ehkl) . The latter is material dependent. τη defines the depth below the surface
from which 63% of the total diffracted intensity comes from [98].

The Energy of each respective reflection can be directly transferred to the lattice plane
spacing by rewriting the Braggs law in terms of photon Energy Ehkl [99]:

dhkl(Å) =
h · C
2sinθ

· 1
Ehkl ≈

6.199
sinθ

· 1
Ehkl (7)

In Equation (7) h is the Planck constant and c the speed of light. The sin2ψ method
is also applicable for the energy dispersive case. The ε(sin 2 ψ) distributions are simply
calculated using Equation (7) together with the strain definition (see Equation (2)). The
same simplifications (as for lab X-ray) apply whenever measuring in reflection mode or
a biaxial stress state can elsewise be justified. In fact, the plane stress assumption might
only hold for lower energy ranges with a low penetration depth. This complicates the RS
analysis of higher energy reflections, as the triaxial approach could be more suitable. The
acquisition of the entire diffraction spectrum allows the stress analysis for each lattice plane
observed. Therefore, a depth resolved stress analysis (near surface) is possible up to the
maximum information depth (according to Equation (6)). With respect to laser-based AM,
authors have extracted RS depth profiles by using the combination of different reflections
(under the assumption of vanishing stress component normal to the surface) [38,96]. In
addition, a full pattern refinement to obtain an average dhkl can be conducted (e.g., Rietveld
refinement) [100]. Recently, Hollmann et al. [101] proposed methods for near surface
measurements of materials with cubic symmetry and nearly single crystalline texture
(e.g., additively manufactured).

Due to the high energies available in synchrotron facilities even measurements in
transmission are possible both in angular (monochromatic) and energy dispersive (poly-
chromatic) modes, depending on the material measured and the sample thickness [32]. In
these cases, depending on the geometry, the out-of-plane stress cannot be neglected and
hence the triaxial stress analysis approach is required. However, the ability to perform
triaxial RS measurements is hampered by the use of elongated lozenge-shaped sampling
volume, typical in high energy diffraction measurements (because of the required small
diffraction angle [32]). On the one hand, the method therefore allows a very high spatial
resolution (in the order of 10–100 µm) in the two in-plane directions, but on the other hand
the spatial resolution becomes poor (several millimeters) in the out-of-plane direction. De-
spite this limitation, energy dispersive techniques are well suited for thick wall geometries,
whereby the stress state is closer to the plane strain condition and limit gradients exist
though the thickness. Moreover, significant work is reported on the use of transmission
set-up for the determination of DECs through in situ tensile testing. This topic is addressed
in Section 6.3.3.

5.3. Neutron Diffraction

As neutrons have a high penetration depth in most materials, fully 3D stress states
can be probed. The gain in generality of the approach must be paid at a price: the strong
dependence of the RS analysis on the reference interplanar spacing, d0

hkl . Additional
complications arise when d0

hkl differs over the analyzed region due to chemical gradients
over the specimen. These points are discussed in detail in Section 6.1. There are two
neutron diffraction methods to determine RS: the monochromatic and the time-of-flight
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(TOF) method. The TOF method uses a polychromatic beam and rests on the detection
of many diffraction peaks. Thus, the method leverages on the fact that the velocity of
the neutrons is inversely proportional to its wavelength. In the monochromatic case, the
instrument operates with a fixed wavelength, and most commonly only one peak at a time
can be detected. The two methods will be introduced briefly below. For a more detailed
description the reader is referred to the literature [94].

5.3.1. The Monochromatic Method

In scattering, a neutron may be described by its wave vector k, of magnitude 2π/λ
directed along its velocity part [94]. Due to the wave nature of matter, the de Broglie
wavelength of the neutron (λ) is directly linked to the momentum (p) of the respective
particle [94]:

p = mnv =
hk
2π

= hk (8)

This allows the calculation of an associated wavelength in dependence of the neutron
velocity v and mass mn with the Planck’s constant h. In the monochromatic case, neutrons
with a given wavelength are used to study the lattice strain within the material [102].
The wavelength of the neutrons is usually selected using a single crystal monochromator
from a broader neutron wavelength spectrum [102]. Typically, the wavelength is chosen
so that a diffraction angle of around 2θ~90◦ is used. The condition 2θ~90◦ allows the
definition of a nearly cubic sampling (gauge) volume. Thereby, probing the same region
upon any sample rotation. The diffracted signal is usually then detected on a position
sensitive detector or a scanning point detector [94]. An example of a typical diffraction
peak obtained is shown in Figure 7, which are typically fitted using a symmetric function
(e.g., Gaussian).

Figure 7. Neutron peak profile. Reproduced from [102] with permission from Elsevier.

The change of diffraction angle with respect to a reference value yields variations of
the lattice strain and can be expressed in the angular form as [102]:

εhkl =
∆dhkl

dhkl = −∆θhklcotθhkl (9)
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Similar to the angular dispersive X-ray methods (see Section 5.2.1), an appropriate
lattice-plane must be chosen, which represent the bulk behavior the best. For the stress
analysis the same relations remain valid. However, the isotropic form of the Hooke’s
law typically is applied along three orthogonal principal strain components [94] (see
Equation (14)). The consequences for the related assumptions with respect to principal
directions are discussed in Section 6.2.

5.3.2. The Time-of-Flight Method

The neutron diffraction (ND) time-of-flight method is the equivalent to polychromatic
diffraction in the X-ray case. From the neutron travel time between source and detector,
the associated wavelength can be calculated (Equation (10)) [94].

λ =
ht

mnL
(10)

As detectors are placed at 2θ~90◦, using Bragg’s law (Equation (1)) one can directly
determine dhkl from the wavelength at which peaks appear in the diffraction spectrum (for
a known crystal structure). A typical ND diffraction spectrum is shown in Figure 8. In
contrast, to steady state sources (monochromatic), the time-pulsed source instruments (time-
of-flight) typically cause an asymmetry due to the moderation process: More complicated
fitting functions are typically necessary [94]. Using the TOF methods an average d can be
obtained by a full pattern refinement, but also single peak fits are performable [102].

Figure 8. Time-of-flight pattern. Reproduced from [102] with permission from Elsevier.

6. Peculiarities of Diffraction-Based Methods in the Case of AM

6.1. Strain-Free Lattice Spacing (d0
hkl)

To precisely determine RS in parts using diffraction-based techniques, the knowledge
of a d0

hkl as a reference is essential (see Equation (2)). A comprehensive description of the
methods to obtain a d0

hkl value is given by Withers et al. [27]. In the case of laboratory
X-ray diffraction measurements (sin2ψ), where out-of-plane stresses can be considered to
equal zero (σi3 = 0), a prior knowledge of d0

hkl is not required, as it can even be calculated
by the combination of several measurements [32]. In addition, the method is relatively
insensitive to an inaccuracy in d0

hkl up to 10−3 nm [32].
For example, one could measure dhkl vs. sin2ψ for the directions (ϕ = 90◦, ψ) and

(ϕ = 0, ψ) and then determine their average value:

dhkl (ϕ = 90◦, ψ)+dhkl (ϕ = 0◦, ψ)

2
= (σ11+σ22)dhkl

0

[
2Shkl

1 +
1
2

Shkl
2 sin2ψ

]
+dhkl

0 (11)
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The right term equals to dhkl
0 , when (isotropic, no steep gradient, σ22 6= σ11) [34]:

sin2ψ = sin2ψ∗ =
−S1

hkl

1
2 S2hkl

(
1+

σ22

σ11

)
(12)

Consequently, the d0
hkl can be defined as (e.g., for σ11 = σ22):

dhkl
0 =

dhkl(ϕ = 0◦, ψ∗)+dhkl(ϕ = 90◦, ψ∗)
2

with sin2ψ∗ =
−2S1

hkl

1
2 S2hkl

(13)

Therefore, in this particular case, the bare elastic constants define the strain-free
direction ψ∗, and the half average of dhkl (ϕ = 90◦, ψ) and dhkl (ϕ = 0◦, ψ) at the position
sin2ψ∗ provides the d0

hkl (at the location where the sin2ψ scan was carried out). A more
detailed description and examples for other stress states to derive a d0

hkl are given in [34].
Although this method leads to a simplified experimental determination of d0

hkl it
still bears the problem of DECs values (Equation (12)). As the determination of d0

hkl by
this method is dependent upon knowledge of DECs (Equation (12)), the reliability of the
DECs must be high to determine a correct value for d0

hkl . The determination of the DECs
is a separate topic and will be examined later.

While the method is sensitive to intergranular and interphase stresses [27], a relative
comparison of d0

hkl near the surface is often still possible. Thiede et al. [82] used this
method to determine d0

hkl variations across the surface of LPBF manufactured Inconel
718 prisms (assuming σ11 = σ22) (Figure 9a). A small normal stress component σn was
observed, which was reported to correlate with the scanning strategy. The sin2ψ method
has also been used by other researchers to determine d0

hkl in LPBF Ti6Al4V [83,96]. As
an alternative, Pant et al. [81] used the dhkl value measured at ψ = 0◦ as d0

hkl for calculating
RS values.

For the cases in which the out-of-plane stress cannot be considered to equal zero
(σi3 6= 0) the precise knowledge of d0

hkl remains indispensable. An independent determi-
nation of d0

hkl can be made by means of the following strategies:

Figure 9. d0
311 values extracted from d311 versus sin2ψ plots (a) and from raw powder (RP), filings (SP) and cuboids (L, T,

N) (b). Data taken from [82].

6.1.1. Use of Raw Powder

In the case of AM there is also the possibility to obtain d0
hkl by measurements on raw

powder. This is a method, which does not require a twin specimen and is non-destructive
by nature. However, the thermal history of the raw powder, and consequently the local
chemical composition and microstructure, may differ significantly from that of the printed
part [103]. The macro- and micro-scale differences in chemistry can significantly alter the
lattice parameters of the material [104–106]. As Thiede et al. [82] have concluded, a shift due
to different local chemical segregation prevented the use of it as a reference (Figure 9b). Sim-
ilar findings were made by Kolbus et al. [103] and more recently Serrano-Munoz et al. [107].
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While there may be examples of low alloyed or commercially pure materials, where the use
of the raw powder may be applicable due to the lower amount of segregation, using raw
manufacturing powder as d0

hkl is generally not recommended in the domain of AM [45].

6.1.2. Use of Mechanical Filings

Mechanical filings from either the specimen itself or taken from a twin specimen can
be used. This approach would capture the effect of the thermal cycles on the local chemical
segregation and has the advantage that in a powder the macroscopic RS is fully relieved [27].
However, the filing process tends to induce plastic deformation within the powder, leading
to strong diffraction peak broadening associated with microscopic stresses (Type III and
possibly Type II [103]). In addition, filings certainly contain different intergranular strain
than the component, so that they cannot be considered fully stress-free [27].

It was recently shown that using the d0
hkl reference value of mechanical filings,

a compressive stress was found for all measured points, which contradicts the stress bal-
ance condition [107]. This mismatch was attributed to the high accumulation of plastic
strain in the as-filed condition, and in fact the FWHM vastly reduced upon heat treatment
(indicating a significant plastic recovery). Even if some circumstances lead to the conclu-
sion that the filings from the material are the most suitable d0

hkl [82], the applicability of
mechanical filings as d0

hkl shall be limited to exceptional cases and rarely be considered
an appropriate approach in the general case of AM.

6.1.3. Use of Macroscopically Relaxed Samples (Cubes/Combs/Arrays)

In neutron diffraction, it is common to determine the d0
hkl with small cubes (or

combs) cut from a sister sample. These cubes are assumed to be free of macroscopic stress.
Although they appropriately represent the (possible) variation of chemical composition of
the specimen, other problems must be considered: The cubes could retain intergranular
stresses and are vulnerable to geometrical effects if poorly positioned on the sample
manipulator [27]. Thiede et al. [82] measured small 5 mm × 5 mm × 5.5 mm cubes
extracted from sister samples of LPBF Inconel 718. However, they found a significant
dependence of the dhkl value on the measurement direction (Figure 9b). This suggests that
the cubes were not fully macroscopically stress free and thus could not yield a reliable
d0

hkl [82]. Nevertheless, a similar dhkl dependence on the measurement direction was
found by Ulbricht et al. [79] for LPBF manufactured stainless steel 316L, this time using
3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm coupons.

To obtain a representative d0
hkl they averaged the values over all measured di-

rections (which correspond to the main geometrical directions). Kolbus et al. [103] at-
tributed the different d0

hkl in different directions of reassembled DMLS Inconel 718 cubes
(2.5 mm × 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm and 5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm) to anisotropic micro stress
between the fcc matrix and the precipitation phases. They applied an average obtained
from measurements on reference cubes extracted from different positions but did not
average over different strain directions. Regardless of the direction being measured,
Pant et al. [81] found that the average value of the measured d0

hkl on the LPBF manufac-
tured Inconel 718 array (cut by wire electric discharge machining) was position independent.
The average value, however, showed to not provide sufficient accuracy concerning the
stress balance condition in the cross sections [81]. Other approaches based on relaxing
macroscopic stresses by cutting or extracting small geometries from sister samples were
conducted by several researchers [31,85,91,108–112]. Although some inconsistencies in
defining a representative d0

hkl from measurements on macroscopically stress-free samples
have been reported, approaches to determine d0

hkl using coupons (or small pieces of the
printed part) are widespread; to date, this approach is considered the best to produce
a reliable measured d0

hkl .
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6.1.4. Stress and Moment Balance

Another method to determine a d0
hkl is based on the continuum mechanics-based

requirements that force and moment must balance across selected cross sections or over
the whole specimen [27]. Therefore, by mapping the dhkl in the required sample region
the reference d0

hkl can be iteratively found by imposing stress and moment balance, even
starting from a nominal value [27]. However, great care must be taken to prove the
applicability of the method: the experimental data must cover the whole cross section and
it must be ensured that a global d0

hkl is appropriate (i.e., the method would not work if
d0

hkl varies across the sample) [27]. Serrano-Munoz et al. [107] applied this method to
obtain a d0

hkl for different cross sections of LPBF manufactured Inconel 718 prisms. The
method produced a similar d0

hkl , indicating no dependance on the scanning strategy and
the cross section being analyzed (i.e., there is no spatial variation of d0

hkl along the length of
the sample). Therefore, an average value was used for the d0

hkl in the RS calculation [107],
which applicability was later shown [80].

In fact, Kolbus et al. [103] proposed the method of stress balance as a possibility to
check the measured d0

hkl , as also indicated by Withers et al. [27]. To cross-check the values
measured on mechanically relaxed samples, Pant et al. [81] used the stress balance approach
and found a significant difference. Such discrepancy was attributed to microstructural
variations: the average d0

hkl value obtained by stress balance was used for the final RS
calculations. Stress balance is often applied as an alternative approach to obtain a d0

hkl

without additional experimental effort [86,113]. However, in order to check the applicability
of the hypotheses mentioned above, one should always compare the results (stress fields,
d0

hkl) obtained by using the stress balance condition with those obtained using experimental
methods [27,80,103].

Indeed, the applicability of the stress balance approach for AM materials, which
possibly exhibit 2D or 3D chemical variations due to the differential cooling rates, still
requires further experimentation to test the robustness of the approach. Although this
method would aid to make the RS determination by diffraction fully non-destructive,
great care must be taken to avoid large errors in the RS values. In fact, Wang et al. [31]
showed a LMD manufactured Inconel 625 wall displayed local variations of d0

hkl due to
the chemical and microstructural heterogeneity of the builds (Figure 10). This fact impeded
the applicability of the stress balance condition.

Figure 10. Reference d0
311 as a function of distance from the build-baseplate interface measured

by neutron diffraction in the 40 s dwell time stress-free reference samples without heat treatment.
Reproduced from [31] with permission from Elsevier.
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The following table (Table 1) summarizes available methods to obtain d0
hkl . It also

reports the references in which each method was applied (in the case of laser-based
AM parts).

Table 1. Overview of the different methods to obtain a d0
hkl in the domain of laser-based AM.

Method Advantages Disadvantages References

Cubes/
matchsticks

• Can capture spatial variations when
taken from several regions

• Represent thermal history
• Contain same chemical segregation if

taken from representative twin

• Need a sister sample
• Require precise sample alignment
• Contain possible type I and II stresses
• Display possible anisotropy of d0

hkl

depending on direction
• Are destructive for twin or actual specimen

[79,82,103,
109,110,112]

Comb/arrays

• Can capture spatial variations
• Are easier to align (relative to cubes)
• Are easier to extract with respect to

cubes taken from distinct positions

Same as Cubes/matchsticks and:

• Are time consuming to measure
• Require twin or destruction of specimen

[31,46,80,81,
91,111]

Stress balance
• Does not need twin sample
• Is fully non-destructive

• Cannot capture spatial variations of d0
hkl

• Only works with a high density of
measurement points over a cross section

• Needs to be experimentally verified

[80,81,86,103,
107,113]

Feedstock powder • Is easily obtained for
powder-based AM

• Does not represent the thermal history of
the AM process

• Has different segregation from the AM part
[82,103,107]

Powder filings
• Represent thermal history of

the sample

• Are plastically deformed
• Need a twin specimen (or partially destroy

the specimen)
• Can yield spatially resolved d0

hkl only if
extracted from distinct locations

[82,107]

Sin2ψ • Is fully non-destructive • Can only be applied for plane stress states
• Relies on the DECs

[38,82]

6.2. Principal Stress Directions

A simplification of Equation (3) with the hypothesis of isotropic elastic constants
(i.e., with the use of E, Young’s modulus, and ν Poisson’s ratio) would read for normal
stress and strain components (ii = xx, yy, zz in cartesian coordinates) [94]:

σii =
Ehkl(

1 + νhkl
)
εii +

νhkl(
1 − 2νhkl

)(εxx + εyy + εzz
) (14)

For isotropic materials, Equation (14) is valid also in presence of shear stress [114].
However, without the knowledge about the principal stress directions, such a determination
would not necessarily capture the maximum stress values. A common assumption to
reduce the experimental effort is, that the principal stress directions coincide with the
sample geometrical axes (e.g., see [82,83,103,110,115]). If the principal stress directions
are known, Equation (14) can be used to calculate the principal stress components. This
would reduce the number of measurements needed down to 3, if dhkl

0 is known. In the
general case, where the principal stress axes are not known particular attention (and effort)
needs to be dedicated to this aspect. In AM parts, the determination of the principal stress
directions goes through the knowledge of the manufacturing process and of its impact on
the principal stress directions.

Although several process parameters largely influence the magnitude of the RS, such
as layer thickness, scanning speed, beam power, and vector length, the major influencing
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parameter on the stress distribution (and principal axes) is the relative orientation of the
scanning pattern to the corresponding geometry [107].

Investigations about the principial stress direction in AM-Material started on simple
geometries such as prisms [108]. Six strain directions were used for the calculation of the
principal stress direction, which was not found to coincide with the sample geometrical
ones. In contrast, complex structures were investigated by Fritsch et al. [116] using ND.
It was shown, that for LPBF manufactured IN 625 lattice structures measurements along
6 independent strain directions are not sufficient to determine the principal stress directions
and magnitudes. The authors found that at least seven independent directions are required
to experimentally determine the direction of principal stress and even 8 directions are
needed if the correct RS magnitude needs to be determined. In that case the calculated
directions become insensitive to the choice of the measurement directions. Furthermore, it
was proven that the RS tensor ellipsoid axes align well with the orientation of the struts
within the lattice structure. [116].

Gloaguen et al. [46] showed, for example, that when assuming the principal stresses
along the geometrical specimen axes for LPBF manufactured Ti6Al4V, the RS is affected by
significant errors. This can be attributed to the fact that the principal stress axes deviate
from the sample axes. This observation was made even though a simple bidirectional
scanning strategy along the geometry with a 90◦ interlayer rotation was applied.

In fact, Vrancken [117] found for LPBF manufactured Ti6Al4V produced by a compa-
rable scanning strategy, that the principal stress directions coincide with the direction of
the scanning tracks. In other studies researchers found the principal stress directions to
align with the sample geometrical axes [76,82], if the scanning strategy is more complicated
(e.g., rotation between subsequent layers etc.).

These results emphasize that an increasing part complexity requires advanced mea-
surement techniques and strategies to reach the desired precision for a reliable assessment
of RS states. Again, given the complexity of laser-based additive manufacturing pro-
cesses, the general assumption that the principal stress directions are governed by the
sample geometry must be used carefully [46]. Therefore, for the alignment of the speci-
men in the laboratory coordinate system it is recommended not to make any assumption
about the principal direction of stress and measure at least eight independent directions at
all locations.

6.3. Diffraction-Elastic Constants (DECs)

To obtain stress values, the DECs act as proportionality constants to link the measured
microscopic (i.e., lattice) strains to macroscopic stresses (see Equation (3)). Their precise
knowledge is important, because the magnitude of the resulting RS depends on the values
of the DECs (see Equation (3)). RS are thus highly vulnerable to errors if reliable values of
the DEC are not used.

Two methods are available to obtain the DECs: They can be calculated from the single
crystal elastic constants (SCEC) using different theoretical schemes (for instance a grain
interaction model for the polycrystalline aggregate). This method is to be preferred if the
SCECs are reliably known (note that much work needs still to be made for AM materials).
The presence of a strong crystallographic texture in conjunction with crystal anisotropy can
hamper the determination of the DECs by theoretical calculations, as one must properly
take the texture into account. Alternatively, one can directly determine them in an in situ
deformation test during diffraction. In this case, the microscopic response is monitored
during a macroscopic deformation, and the proportionality constant between applied
stress and lattice strain is the plane-specific Young’s modulus Ehkl. A guideline for this is
given in DIN EN 15305 [95]. The latter method, however, is connected to a relatively high
experimental effort.
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6.3.1. The Anisotropy of Single Crystals

The anisotropy of the single crystal can be expressed by the differences of the different
elements of the compliance tensor. For cubic materials Zener [118] proposed the following
coefficient, written in the Voigt notation, to calculate the anisotropy of the single crystal:

AZ =
2 · C44

C11 − C12
(15)

In this definition, full isotropy is expressed by a value of AZ = 1. Any deviation
from AZ = 1 signifies a certain degree of crystal anisotropy. However, as the Zener ratio
only remains valid in the cubic case, researchers were motivated to formulate a more
general anisotropy index, which would be valid for an arbitrary crystal structure. Such
an index (AU) was derived by Rangathan and Ostoja-Starzewski [119]. It is based on the
fractional difference between the upper (Voigt) and lower (Reuss) bounds on the bulk (κV,
κR) and shear (µV, µR) moduli. The values can be determined by the following equation
(Equation (16)).

AU =
κv

κR +5
uv

uR − 6 (16)

The main advantage of this formulation is its applicability to any type of crystal
symmetry. However, it remains a relative measure of anisotropy. In fact, it has not been
proven, that a crystal with twice an AU also is twice as anisotropic. Therefore, Kube [120]
provided an alternative definition, the anisotropy index AL (Equation (17)), whereby the
value of AL = 0 expresses isotropy.

AL(C v, CR) =

√[
ln
(

κv

κR

)]2
+5
[

ln
(

uv

uR

)]2
(17)

There are also different approaches such as the Ledbetter and Migliori ratio [121]
or the method proposed by Chung and Buessem [122]. However, we will use AL in the
following to compare the single crystal anisotropy of the commonly materials used in
laser-based AM. One last important remark must be made: the applicability of all DEC
calculation schemes heavily rests on the availability of reliable SCEC. A compiled list with
the single crystal elastic constants (SCEC) of important alloys for laser based additive
manufacturing is given in Table 2. The significant difference in the elastic anisotropy of the
different single crystals is evident. The data shown are mainly inferred from measurements
on conventionally produced polycrystalline materials or represent measurements on the
respective single crystals. Data directly related to additively manufactured materials are
still lacking. This may have an impact on the determination of the DECs and of RS. This
is because the calculation of DECs is made under the assumption, that tabulated SCECs
are still suitable for additively manufactured materials. Nevertheless, some authors have
already tackled the problem of the determination of SCEC from experimental data on
textured polycrystalline alloys [123].

Table 2. Single crystal elastic constants (SCEC) of several engineering alloys in GPa, with their dimensionless calculated
Zener (Az) and universal (AL) anisotropy ratios. For the calculation of AL the Matlab script provided by Kube [120] was used.

Material Crystal Structure C11 C12 C44 C33 C13 Ref. AZ AL [·10−2]

Aluminium FCC

108.2 61.3 28.5 - - [124] 1.2 2.04
107.9 60.4 28.6 - - [125] 1.2 1.85
106.8 60.7 28.2 - - [126] 1.2 2.18
112.4 66.3 27.7 - - [127] 1.2 1.81
108.2 62.2 28.4 - - [128] 1.2 2.38
105.6 63.9 28.5 - - [129] 1.4 5.22
107.3 60.9 28.3 - - [130] 1.2 2.12

Average 108.1 62.2 28.3 - - - 1.2 2.35

Ti6Al4V HCP 150 83 42 137 53 [123] - 5.67
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Table 2. Cont.

Material Crystal Structure C11 C12 C44 C33 C13 Ref. AZ AL [·10−2]

Inconel 625 FCC 243.3 156.7 117.8 - - [131] 2.7 51.88

Inconel 718 FCC
240.9 140.5 105.7 - - [132] 2.1 29.17
259.6 179 109.6 - - [133] 2.7 51.85
231.2 145.1 117.2 - - [134] 2.7 51.95

Average 243.9 154.9 110.8 - - - 2.5 43.36

316L FCC
191.2 117.9 138.6 - - [135] 3.8 89.33
215.9 144.6 128.9 - - [136] 3.6 83.72
198 125 122 - - [137] 3.3 71.38

Average 204.4 131.8 128.8 - - - 3.6 81.41

6.3.2. Grain Interaction Models for the Calculation of DECs

Several models have been developed to calculate DECs from SCEC. The first model
developed by Voigt [138] (Figure 11a) assumes that adjacent grains undergo the same strain
during deformation. However, this assumption violates the equilibrium of forces at the
interfaces. On the other hand, Reuss [139] later proposed a model where the equilibrium of
forces is fulfilled as a homogenous stress state is assumed (Figure 11b). This leads to the
problem, that the different crystals undergo different strains, which would not satisfy the
compatibility conditions [114]. To solve these problems Kröner developed a model based
on Eshelby’s theory [140], which fulfills the interface and the compatibility conditions
(Figure 11c). Such scheme considers a spherical particle of arbitrary anisotropy embedded
in an isotropic material. With the assumption of spherical particles and isotropic matrix,
Kröner derived a closed (analytical) solution to the problem [141]. If the surrounding
matrix is not texture free (e.g., as in the case of AM materials), numerical approaches must
be considered [141]. In general, the Voigt model is the least applicable, as it results in elastic
properties, such as Ehkl, that are independent on the plane {hkl}. This does not apply for
most crystals. In contrast, the Kröner model has been shown to well match to experimen-
tally determined values in an excellent manner for non-textured microstructures [142–144].
Interestingly, if a strong texture is present, as it has been observed in certain cases (including
AM materials), the Reuss model displays better agreement with experimental data [32]. In
fact, for columnar structures (the case of AM microstructures) the assumption that each
crystal undergoes the same stress could be a good approximation.

From the discussion above, it is clear that for the application of each model, the
microstructure and texture present in the material must be considered to determine ap-
propriate values for the DECs. Indeed, many modifications and developments of the
three schemes mentioned above have been made over the past years, to encompass the
microstructure in the calculation of DECs. Initially, Dölle and Hauk [145] introduced the
so-called stress factors to account for the texture using the crystallographic orientation dis-
tribution function (ODF). Several authors (e.g., Slim et al. [146], Brakman et al. [147], Welzel
et al. [148–150], Gnäupel-Herold et al. [151]) proposed alternative approaches to embed the
ODF in the determination of the DECS. More recently Mishurova et al. [40] have shown,
that the use of Wu’s tensor [152] is equivalent to using Kröner´s approach. In addition,
they showcased the applicability of the procedure to LPBF Ti6Al4V. They concluded that,
since hexagonal polycrystals possess transverse isotropy and LPBF Ti6Al4V had a fiber
texture, the calculated DECs (using the best-fit isotropy assumption) reasonably agreed
with experimentally determined values.

6.3.3. Experimental Determination of Diffraction Elastic Constants

The main method for the experimental determination of DECs are in situ mechanical
tests, i.e., during high-energy X-ray or neutron diffraction experiments. The response of
each lattice plane is monitored as a function of applied stress. It is important to mention
that this approach rests on the hypothesis that a statistically significant ensemble of grains
with the normal to the planes {hkl} is oriented along the load axis. From these datasets, the
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DECs for each monitored plane then can be derived (see Table 3). For LPBF Ti6Al4V and
IN718 a comparison of the model prediction with experimentally obtained values is given
in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Overview of different model approaches for the calculation of the diffraction elastic constants. (a) Voigt
model [138] (b) Reuss model [139] (c) Eshelby–Kröner model [141].

Table 3. Experimentally determined diffraction elastic constants by the means of diffraction methods. The plane-specific
elastic moduli (Ehkl ) are given in GPa.

Material Process Condition E200 E311 E420 E220 E331 E111 Ref.

AlSi10Mg LPBF As built
tension 66 68 - 71 - 73 [153]

IN625 LMD As built
compression 123 156 169 210 219 278 [131]

IN718 LPBF FHT *
tension 194 196 231 - 230 - [39]

IN718 LPBF DA **
tension 152 173 173 199 227 197 [39]

316L LPBF As built
tension 139 180 - 219 - 246 [154]

Ti6Al4V LPBF

E1010 E1011 E1122 E0002 E1012 E1013

As built
tension 110 106 117 - 107 117

[155]HT-730
tension 106 116 126 134 128 125

HT-900
tension 111 114 113 132 118 127

E2130 E1120 E1011 E1122 E2023 E1012 E1013

As built
tension 108 110 115 115 116 120 125

[156]As built
compression - 115 - 117 123 125 126

* FHT (◦C/h/MPa): 1066/1.5 + 1150/3/105 + 982/1 + 720/8 + 620/10, ** DA (◦C/h): 1066/1.5 + 720/8.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the model predictions of Reuss, Voigt and Kröner for Ni-based alloys Inconel 718 (a),
Inconel 625 (b) [39] and Ti6Al4V [155,156] (c).

For the alloys 316L and AlSi10Mg such a comparative figure is not necessary, since the
model prediction of Kröner nearly perfectly matches the experimental values of the elastic
moduli [153,154]. This is different for additively manufactured Ti6Al4V, Inconel 718 and
Inconel 625. For a recrystallized and, thus, untextured microstructure (FHT) the Kröner
model best matches the experimental values (Figure 12a) [39]. When, on the contrary, the
columnar as-built microstructure (exhibiting relatively strong crystallographic texture)
was retained, the model prediction of Reuss best fit the experimental data for Inconel
718 and 625 (Figure 12a,b) [39,131]. The AM Ti6Al4V alloy seems to deviate from this
behavior: Mishurova et al. [156] showed, that for low H2 (prismatic planes) the model
predictions by Kröner agreed better with experimental data than other schemes (Figure 12c).
In contrast, for higher H2 (basal planes) the model prediction of Reuss better matched with
the data [156]. This can be explained by the transverse isotropy of the single crystal elastic
tensor, exhibiting an isotropic behavior in the basal directions but a strong anisotropy along
its c-axis. It has been shown that when considering the transversal isotropy in the material
model a reasonable agreement between model and experimental data can be obtained [40].
In presence of crystallographic texture, materials with a higher anisotropy factor (Table 2)
tend to be better described by the predictions of the Reuss model than by those of Kröner’s
scheme. The exception to this trend is given by the alloy 316, for which the model approach
of Kröner yields a good prediction of the polycrystal behavior, although the single crystal
itself is highly anisotropic [154]. Such an agreement can be explained by the rather weak
crystallographic texture along the loading direction in conjunction with the relatively small
grain size [154].

As Mishurova et al. [45,156] argue, it is mandatory to report the DECs used to obtain
stress values if one wants to compare own data with literature. Severe differences in
the RS magnitude are the consequence if different model predictions considered for the
determination of DEC. This was shown by Serrano-Munoz et al. [38] for LPBF manufactured
Inconel 718: Applying the Kröner model led to a spiky stress depth profile. Stress values
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of 1200 MPa were reached, which far exceed the yield strength of the non-heat-treated
material (630–800 MPa). Much more realistic stress values (up to 870 MPa) were obtained
by applying the Reuss model to the experimental data. Also, the spikes of the stress
depth profile were smoothed. This indicates the ability of the Reuss model to reasonably
describe the intergranular behavior of LPBF Inconel 718 [157]. This was also supported
by the findings of Pant et al. [81], who found stresses up to 1000 MPa in their study of
as built LPBF manufactured Inconel 718. They used DECs measured for conventionally
manufactured Inconel 718 and nearly equal to the Kröner model calculations [158].

Currently, a lack of consistency is observable in the open literature, as summarized in
Table 4. It is to remark that, so far, DECs of additively manufactured microstructures have
been mainly determined for loading along the building direction. The micromechanical
behavior of the microstructure perpendicular to the build direction is, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, not yet reported.

Table 4. Origins of applied diffraction elastic constants used for stress calculation in additively
manufactured specimens.

Origin of DECs References

Not given [75,76,85,88,109,113,159–163]
unknown origin [10,103,110,164]

Experimental values (conventional) [81,86,165,166]
Reuss Model [38,107,167]

Eshelby–Kröner Model [13,26,74,79,82,83,96,108,112,168–170]
Voigt-Reuss-Hill [171]

Experimental values (AM) [31,115]

To summarize, in order to reliably calculate the DECs the proper SCECs of the material
and both the microstructure and texture of the specimen should be considered. The crystal
and macroscopic anisotropy provide guidance for the choice of the model to consider.

One last remark must be made: To obtain the plane specific Poisson ratio (νhkl) one
would have to track the same set of grains during the deformation in both, the transverse
and axial direction (i.e., along the tensile axis) [156]. However, this is practically impossible.
In the case of nearly texture-free conventionally manufactured materials with small grain
size the calculation of the νhkl using measurements in two perpendicular sample direction
is a good approximation, as the gauge volume contains a sufficient amount of randomly
oriented crystals. This approximation, in contrast, cannot be made for strongly textured
AM materials. In this case, the use of suitable model schemes is recommended.

6.4. Choice of the Appropriate Lattice Planes

In the angular dispersive (monochromatic) case, one uses specific grains with specific
lattice orientations as strain monitors [172]. It is assumed that the statistical ensemble is rep-
resentative of the material. However, because of their particular elastic and plastic response,
these grains are not necessarily representative of the overall stress state [172]. Consequently,
the choice of a suitable reflection, whose grains represent the macroscopic RS in a body, is
of utter importance [172,173]. Thereby, three main aspects need to be addressed:

• Insensitivity to intergranular stress accumulation (material dependent)
• Crystal symmetry
• Texture of the material

Whenever a sample is under stresses, a superposition of macroscopic (Type I) and
intergranular stress (Type II) occurs [172]. If our goal is to determine the macroscopic stress
state, a lattice plane, which exhibits a low tendency to accumulate intergranular stresses
during deformation should be chosen. This tendency can be tested during in-situ loading
experiments. Increasing non-linearity of the lattice plane response to a macroscopic load is
an indication for the intergranular strain accumulation [174,175]. In fact, if the lattice strain
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vs. applied stress curve is non-linear residual strain is retained upon unloading. Such
residual strain increases with increasing macroscopic plastic deformation.

The accumulation of intergranular stresses is critically dependent on the elastic and
plastic anisotropy of the material [175]. In general, it is advisable to choose the lattice
planes with the lowest Miller indices possible, as a high multiplicity of the lattice plane
helps to reduce the required measurement time.

Besides these general considerations, one should take the underlying texture into
account [176]. For example, for a (cubic) material with a strong cube texture, one should
use the 200 reflection in spite of its typically high sensitivity to intergranular strains [172].
In fact, the 200 reflection represents most of the grains in such particular case [172]. For
conventionally manufactured materials a general guideline on the selection of an appro-
priate lattice plane is given in ISO-21432 [177]. However, for AM the situation might be
different, as strong textures typically prevail.

Very little studies on the topic of the accumulation of intergranular strains in laser-
based AM materials are available in the open literature. Table 5 shows the lattice planes
typically considered for RS analysis of different laser-based AM materials and outlines
their suitability compared to their conventionally manufactured counterparts. In the
case of fcc materials the 311 reflection is almost exclusively used [26,74,82,83,103,108].
However, it has been shown by Choo et al. [178] for LPBF 316L that the {311} oriented
grains accumulate more intergranular strain than the {111} and {220} grains, which is in
contrast to conventional rolled 316L [179]. In fact, considering the <220> texture along the
building direction [178], the 220 reflection is more easily detected than others, and yields
less data scatter. Likewise, Wang et al. [180] observed a strong nonlinear micromechanical
response during initial loading of LPBF manufactured 316L, which has been attributed
to anisotropic residual strains within the as-built samples. Consequently, the hierarchical
heterogenous microstructures of AM 316L may give rise to significant differences in the
buildup of intergranular stresses and should be accounted for.

For hexagonally closed packaged (hcp) materials the pyramidal planes {102} and
{103} are considered to exhibit low intergranular stress (for conventionally processed
materials) [181,182]. However, Cho et al. [183] showed for conventionally manufactured
α-Ti-834 that the first eight diffraction peaks (i.e., those with the lowest Miller indices)
accumulate significant intergranular strains. In fact, studies on the topic of intergranular
strain accumulation are absent for additively manufactured hcp materials. Although
Zhang et al. [155] showed that a high dislocation density is present within the α’ Phase
of as-built LPBF Ti6Al4V, the micromechanical response show anomalies to conventional
Ti6Al4V: sometimes it remains linear well beyond the early stages of loading, sometimes
it shows footprints of twinning [184,185]. Thus, the question of the accumulation of
intergranular strains is yet far from fully elucidated in AM hcp materials.

In general, more research needs to be dedicated to the topic of intergranular stresses
within the domain of laser-based AM materials. One must carefully evaluate whether
the requirements are fulfilled for a certain lattice plane to represent the bulk behavior.
The approach of using the full pattern refinement of the lattice parameter minimizes
(actually, averages) the possible contributions of high intergranular stress to the determined
macroscopic type I RS.
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Table 5. Material dependent selection of Lattice planes for RS determination in laser-based AM.

Material AM Conventional Conclusion

Inconel 718
(fcc)

• DA: <200> texture along BD max. 3 m.r.d (corresponds to loading
direction) [39]

• 311 only slightly non-linear upon loading [39]
• As built: 311 remains linear upon loading (<220> textured along

BD) [186]
• Heat-treated: 311 shows increased non-linearity (untextured) [186]
• 311, 111 linear upon loading in as built condition, with increased

non-linearity of (311) in heat-treated condition (possibly γ shedding
load to δ) [187]

• Low texture (max. 1.5 m.r.d) [143]
• 311, 111 remain linear upon loading [143]
• 220 displays non-linearity at larger strains [143]
• 222 and 311 accumulate low intergranular

strain [143]

• Heat-treatments affect the micromechanical
behavior upon loading

• 311 appears suitable for as built samples
• Texture up to 3 m.r.d has little influence on

the choice of the lattice plane

316L
(fcc)

• <220> texture along BD (<200> perpendicular which corresponds to
LD max. 4 m.r.d) [154]

• 311: remains linear upon loading in the loading direction [154]
• 200, 111, 220 display increased non-linearity upon loading [154]
• <110> texture along BD (max. 2.8 m.r.d) 311, 200 accumulates

significant intergranular strain; 220, 111 accumulate low
intergranular strain [178]

• Nearly untextured (≈ 1 m.r.d) lower magnitude of total
intergranular strain accumulated [178]

• Weak cube texture (max. 2 m.r.d) [179]
• 311 slightly non-linear at larger strains [179]
• 311, 111 accumulate low residual strain [179]

• 311 accumulates significant intergranular
strain, but remains linear upon loading

• 220 lowest intergranular strain accumulation
and representative for the bulk (along BD;
dependent on processing conditions)

→ Comparison to full pattern fit required
to draw a general conclusion

→ Texture must be taken into
consideration

304
(fcc)

• Austenite <200> textured perpendicular to BD (max. 3 m.r.d
corresponds to loading direction) [188]

• 311: Slight increase in non-linearity upon loading [188]
• Different behavior in compression/tension for 200, 111, 220 [188]
• 200 carries load shed from 220 and 111 [188]

• Low texture (max. 1 m.r.d) [188]
• 311: linear behavior [188]
• No difference in compression/tension [188]
• 200 carries load shed from 220 and 111 [188]
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Table 5. Cont.

Material AM Conventional Conclusion

AlSiMg10
(fcc)

• Texture with max. 3.4 m.r.d [153]
• Interphase and intergranular strains between Al matrix and Si

particles [153]
• Strong non-linearity in plastic region for every reflection [153]
• <100> texture along BD with max. 4.5 m.r.d [189]
• Al phase accumulates significant residual strains for 220 < 111 < 311

< 200 (parallel to loading direction) [189]
• Si phase accumulates significant residual strains for 111 and

311 [189]
• Rietveld refinement reasonably agrees with the trend for both Al

and Si 311 [189]

-

• Significant residual strains accumulate in 311
• Still 311 displays best agreement with

average obtained by Rietveld refinement
(represents bulk behavior)

• 220 accumulates least residual strain

Ti6Al4V
(hcp)

• <002> texture along BD (max. 6 m.r.d) in as built specimen [155]
• Increased non-linearity for 100, 101, 102 at higher deformations in

as built condition [155]
• <002> texture along BD [184]
• Early deviation from linearity for 002 and 110 (elastic region) [184]
• 102 and 103 start to deviate at higher strains [184]
• Strong non-linearity for every reflection upon compressive loading

for different build orientations (horizontal, 45◦, vertical) [185]
• Strong twinning formation in vertically build specimen (driven by

initial texture) [185]

Unidirectionally rolled plate (UD) (loading along
rolling direction (RD)) [181]:

• <002> texture along transverse direction
(max. 3.8 m.r.d)

• 103, 002 accumulate lowest residual strain
• Largest in 101, 201
• Cross rolled plate [181]:
• <002> texture along RD (max. 3.5 m.r.d)
• 103, 002 accumulate lowest residual strain
• Largest in 101, 201
• Bar vs. UD plate [182]:
• UD: Strong texture up to max. 6 m.r.d
• Bar: texture up to max. 2 m.r.d
• Low accumulation of residual lattice strains for 102

and 002 in both cases
• Larger accumulation of residual lattice strains for

100 and 110 in UD due to stronger texture

• Comparable texture intensity of AM and
conventional

• Still significant change of micromechanical
behavior between additively manufactured
and conventional Ti6Al4V

• Full pattern fit recommended
• For AM materials (along BD) 002 may

represent the bulk behavior the best

→ Question not resolved: Studies on
accumulation of residual strains
required
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7. Summary & Outlook

Additive manufacturing (AM) methods allow the fabrication of complex structures
within a single manufacturing step. Still the heterogeneity of the process often leads to
mechanically anisotropic, columnar, and textured microstructures. While one of the biggest
challenges in AM is to develop mitigation strategies for the large residual stress that in-
evitably appears after production, the precise determination of such residual stress remains
challenging. Diffraction-based methods provide a powerful tool to non-destructively
determine the residual stress. However, the peculiar microstructures of AM materials
pose challenges for the characterization of residual stress. Therefore, assumptions and
measurement conditions must be chosen with great care:

• First, one must evaluate if the assumption of a biaxial stress state can be justified
(e.g., surface measurements with sin2ψ method) or a triaxial stress state must be con-
sidered. In the latter case, neutron diffraction should be preferred to other techniques
and precise knowledge about the strain-free lattice spacing (d0

hkl) is required. To
obtain such a reference, measurements on mechanically relaxed samples are recom-
mended. The stress balance method is recommended as a validation method. If the
requirements for the correct application of stress balance conditions (no spatial varia-
tion of composition with large number of points) are known to be fulfilled, the stress
balance method can be used to obtain a global d0

hkl . Still, the strategy to determine
d0

hkl needs to be tailored for each case.
• Secondly, the principal stress directions should be known in advance if one wants to

determine the maximum stress values. For conventional processes such as forging
or rolling these are often known (they coincide with the main geometrical sample
axes). In the case of AM, the complexity of the process conditions hinders the prior
knowledge of the principal stress directions. Although research indicates the principal
directions to be determined by the scanning strategy (i.e., the main stress axes follow
the scanning vector) it is recommended to run experimental checks. Ideally the full
stress tensor should be characterized.

• Thirdly, the microstructure and texture of the sample should be well characterized.
Texture is one of the driving factors for the determination of the diffraction elastic
constants (DECs). Furthermore, the DECs are material-dependent, dictated by the
single crystal properties. Therefore, choosing the appropriate modeling scheme for
the calculation of DECs from single crystal elastic constants is challenging. At best the
DECs should be experimentally determined. If that is not possible, it is indispensable
to take the microstructure and the texture into account in the selection of the grain-
interaction model.

• Lastly, an appropriate lattice plane must be chosen in the case of a monochromatic
measurement technique (Laboratory XRD or steady state Neutron sources), as stresses
are derived from one single lattice plane. Such plane should be insensitive to ac-
cumulation of intergranular strain and possess a high multiplicity, to represent the
macroscopic behavior of the sample.

The amount of research dedicated to the methodology of diffraction-based methods
in the domain of AM is increasing but still limited. In particular, the understanding of the
influence of the microstructure and texture on the DECs should be addressed for all metal
AM processes. This would aid to provide a general strategy to determine the DECs for
an additively manufactured material. Further research is needed to develop a uniform
strategy to determine an appropriate d0

hkl ; this would increase the comparability of results.
It is also worthwhile to dedicate research to gain a better understanding of intergranular
stress accumulation for the hierarchical structures occurring in laser-based AM.
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